From healing to spiritual awakening ― the Shinkiko energy has
evolved
At the time when the High Genki machine was developed, it was used as
a health tool to heal people with such things as stiff shoulder and back
pain which they can no longer tolerate. But later, the machine turned out
to be effective for many other ailments.
At that time, the late chairman became able to emit Ki energy from his
hands, and the energy was used to heal people not only with minor
ailments but also with major health issues. The Shinkiko energy then
began to be seen more as a healing tool.
At first, the late chairman believed that it was bad spirits or ghosts that
made people sick and unhappy, so if they were gone, people would get
well and become happy. He thought all the spirits were a nuisance. When
he sent Ki to people, spirits that were hiding within them appeared and
started crying, making noises, talking and saying things like “It’s killing
me,” or, “It hurts.” He interacted with them and sometimes was able to
persuade them to leave by saying “You’re already dead; go to the world
of light.”
The late chairman spread the Shinkiko therapy by healing mainly people
with incurable diseases, and in addition to his activities in Japan, he also
actively went abroad. He was invited by the Republic of Belarus of the
former Soviet Union, to help the victims of the Chernobyl nuclear
accident and also invited the victims’ children to Japan and helped them
to heal. He healed AIDS patients from the Dominican Republic, helped
the Navajo and Hopi People, Native American tribes, who were exposed
to radiation from a hydrogen-bomb test, and interacted with wild animals
such as dolphins and baby seals that are hunted indiscriminately for
herbal medicine.
He traveled around the world, not just to heal sick people, but to deliver
the Shinkiko energy. The way he worked was so great that he reminded

me of a superhuman-like energy body that works way beyond an
individual’s limit.
In 1995, an even bigger turning point came. The late chairman
succumbed to a disease. At this time, it dawned on him how important
spiritual awakening was. He learned the hard way that being sick is a
good chance for people to be spiritually awakened.
Why do people get sick? Why do people become unhappy and have hard
times? These things do not just happen to them by chance, they are the
experiences that all people have to go through in order to let their souls
grow. After he realized this, the vibrating energy of Shinkiko evolved
greatly. In addition to a healing vibrating energy of the Shinkiko energy,
which heals sick people, a vibrating energy of spiritual awakening was
added.
The late chairman changed the method of the Shinkiko therapy from
persuading the spirits that appear from the Ki receivers and getting rid of
symptoms, to just sending the energy intensively to people. He focused
on sending the energy to the souls of the Ki receivers and to the spirits
hiding within their body and mind. I followed his example and have
continued to focus on sending Ki to people.
So, in the Shinkiko therapy, we are not afraid of spirits or ghosts. Even
though they sometimes affect us with negative energies, they help us to
be spiritually awakened, and become our spiritual guardians when their
negative energies change to positive.
From the late chairman’s experiences, it became clear that the vibrating
energy of the Shinkiko energy has a nature which enhances spiritual
awakening. This prompted us to change the way we looked at the High
Genki machine. We began to look at it as a transferring device that
charges the soul of people with the Shinkiko energy, rather than as a
health tool. The Shinkiko energy is a lofty, exquisite, vibrating energy
sent from the universe. The High Genki is a machine that converts the
energy to a level that people on earth can use.

If you receive the Shinkiko energy, it encourages you to be spiritually
awakened and allows your vibrating energy to tune in to the lofty
vibrating energy of the great universe, and your consciousness heightens
quickly.
In a sense, the High Genki machine could be regarded as a
communication instrument which connects the great will of the universe
and humans.
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